Rich
Leukroth/DC/USEPA/US

To David Menotti <David.Menotti@shawpittman.com>

12/01/2004 03:06 PM

cc

Ward Penberthy/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Greg
Schweer/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

bcc
Subject Re: incineration ECAs

We’re getting closer. Given the number of additional changes that have been made during the
sign-off process, the public version of these ECAs has become cumbersome to sort through
because each company set of corrected and initialed pages must move into the document / docket
together. For the “official” version(s), I propose to electronically incorporate as many changes
as possible into Copy 1 and the individual company versions of the document. This will make
for a more readable document and make a better presentation when either the Companies or EPA
need to reference the document. Since the "official" version(s) don't exist yet I see no reason
why we can't make this happen in a virtual world. Do You concur?
Here’s what I found thus far.
Telomer ECA:
1) Clariant made a new change to page 18. This needs to be circulated for initialing.
2) Dupont made address correction which needs to be circulated for initialing.

Fluoropolymer ECA:
1) AGC did not sign and return their “official” version of the document. (As you remember we
had no way of knowing whether the company would have CBI so we left it that each company
would receive a "Company" version of the document. We need to fill all the placeholders, even
if the Company did not have CBI.)
2) Dyneon made chemical name changes that require a conference call to sort out.
3) Daikin
a) Made an additional change to page 4. This needs to be circulated for initialing.
b) They did not return any of the initialed pages. These need to be resent for initialing.
4) Dupont needs to initial some of the places where they made address corrections. The
appropriate pages need to be resent to Dupont only for initialing.
While this is not rocket science the details have become a big headache. Hope to have things
into the mail either by the end of this week or early next.

**************************************************
Richard W. Leukroth, Jr.
Environmental Scientist / Toxicologist
Chemical Control Division
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Stop 7405; Room 4141
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20460
Phone: 202-564-8167
FAX:
202-564-4765
E-mail: leukroth.rich@epa.gov

David Menotti <David.Menotti@shawpittman.com>
David Menotti
<David.Menotti@shawpittma
n.com>
12/01/2004 12:37 PM

To Rich Leukroth/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
cc
Subject incineration ECAs

Rich:
Could you update me on where things stand re the incineration ECAs?
There
is an FMG meeting tomorrow, and I would like to be in a position to provide
the gang the latest poop. Thanks.
David E. Menotti
202-663-8675
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